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J.Pizzle is an American recording artist born in Atlanta, Georgia. He has always 

had a business mind and knew he had to be his own boss. This determination 

birthed Big Dawg Entertainment aka B.D.E. Music Group (BDE). To him it is more 

than a label, it is a family. Hard Nard his brother a producer, and others 

consistently encouraged J.Pizzle  to create music. He was not new to the music 

industry nor the streets. His down times throughout his career and success fueled 

his passion for music creating an outlet for expression. J.Pizzle is very known 

in his city and is friends with some of the biggest icons in the industry. He 

decided to activate his career utilizing his connections. J.Pizzle   recorded his 

first 2 mixtapes, Da Streets Made Me and Family First, which were both a huge 

success gaining much traction. Then life took a turn and the family suffered a 

tragic accident leaving his brother paralyzed, J.Pizzle  decided to give his music 



career a break. With hope and faith, the family recovered, and are back motivated 

to find their rightful place in the industry.  

Currently, J.Pizzle  released his debut project, J. Hefner on Valentine's Day. 

This was an exclusive release on Mymixtapez hitting highs of 20k, hosted by DJ 

Mil Ticket a member of BDE. J. Hefner was released by Empire Distribution to all 

digital platforms, and single Trap Checc with United Masters the project looks to 

have a strong quarter finish. Debut single, Playin Wit Raccs is being demanded on 

multiple mixtape releases one being well-known DJ Trapaholics for his SXSW mix. 

With this one release he has gained interviews with media outlets Traps N Trunks, 

Dirty Glove Bastard, Gutta TV, Trapaholics, This is 50, and many others. Since the 

release he has been contacted by labels, DJ’s, promoters, and radio stations all 

intrigued by his sound. His cool, laid back, yet very aggressive approach to his 

lyrics leaves you wanting more. This is only the beginning for J.Pizzle  there is 

so much more to come from him for 2019.  Stay tuned as you will hear more new 

music with the visuals very soon!  

Members of Big Dawg Entertainment (BDE) are also releasing new content; 

Luhtim and Hard Nard both recording artist and producers, Day1cassh, Big Dawg 

Chino, and King Yung Rich. 
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